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Abstract: The requirement for development of CBIR is enhanced due to tremendous growth in volume of images
as well as the widespread application in multiple fields. Texture, color, shape and spatial layout are the
underlying traits to represent and index the images. These peculiar features of images are extracted and
implemented for a similarity check among images. The problem of content based image retrieval is based on
generation of peculiar query. For relevant images that meet their information need, an automated search is
initiated by drawing a sketch or with the submission of image having similar features. Similarity between
extracted features can be measured by using different algorithms. The use of relevance feedback as a post
retrieval step enhances the optimization of the process. The necessity to explore the ever growing volume of
image and video is motivating the development of efficient CBIR algorithms. Different algorithms and models
for the retrieval of images have been explored over the last twenty years. In this paper an analysis of visual
contents of image is done with respect to features related to low level after extracting from image that are color,
texture and shape. Here most popular algorithms of feature extraction and relevance feedback that try to bridge
extracted low level features and features with high level semantics gap from image are discussed. A brief
overview of an algorithm has been presented which is based on fuzzy logic and is used for the selection of
peculiar features.
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INTRODUCTION and geographic info system [5, 6], trademark databases,

Technique based on image or visual contents usually classification [9, 11], image search over the Internet [12]
referred as features for the purpose of searching images and remote sensing field for indexing biomedical images
with respect to request and interest of user from large by contents [13, 16]. 
image databases. Since 1990s with the emergence and
advancement of this field makes it possible to represent Definition: Visual features as color, shape and texture are
image by using low-level features instead of keywords. In implemented for retrieval of images. Traditional methods
both theoretical research and system development of image indexing have been proven neither suitable nor
remarkable progress has been made during past few years. efficient in terms of space and time so it triggered the
Still there are many unsolved problems in the area which development of the new technique. It is a 2 step process
continue to attract the attention of researchers from where image features are extracted in first step to a
various fields [1]. For various applications the deployment distinguishable extent. In second step matching of
of huge databases has now become realisable as power of features which are visually similar is done.
processors increases and memories become cheaper. 

Professional areas like architecture, geography, Semantic Gap: The two retrieval systems namely, content
medicine, publishing databases of art works and satellite and text based retrieval systems differ in the sense that
are attracting more users to access and utilize images is the indispensable part of latter system is human
need of time now. For CBIR technology few strong interaction. High level features as keywords, text
applications could be identified as architecture design [2], description uses by humans to measure similarity and
art & craft museums [3], archaeology [4], medical imaging image  interpretation.  On  the  other  hand  the  low

weather forecast [7], criminal investigations [8], image
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levelfeatures with semantics [17, 18] usually color, shape,
texture extraction is done automatically using computer
vision techniques. System proposed in [19] was designed
to cope with audiovisual queries [86] combining general
approach to any real valued similarity measure for
embedding in current CBIR systems [20]. In order to
eliminate the semantic gap CLUE methodology is
presented to retrieve image clusters which are Fig. 1: Flow chart of Content based image retrieval
semantically coherent. In other CBIR systems top
matched target images are displayed to users. After giving coefficients is obtained and to compare Euclidean
image as query, target image collections are chosen near distance is used to compare texture features & wavelet
or similar to query image. These target images can be coefficients of two images [29].
clustered by using NCut clustering into different semantic
classes by putting image of same semantic in one cluster. Texture Feature Extraction: In CBIR, one of the salient
Then the image clusters is displayed by the system and common  attribute is texture. In image classification [30,
similarity measure model is adjusted with respect to feed 31], texture provides important information as in many
back of user [21]. images of real world. In highlighting high-level semantics,

Low Level Image Features: Milestone of CBIR system is Systems comprises spectral features achieved by using
low level feature extraction [22]. Feature Extraction can be Gabor filtering, wavelet transform texture features
done from region or the entire image. Mostly, users are commonly used by system of retrieving images [32]. For
concerned with particular region within the image rather retrieval of images Gabor and wavelet features are widely
than the whole image. In general, CBIR algorithms are used among various other texture features. For
region specific. Representation of image is similar to rectangular shaped images Gabor filter and wavelet
system of human being perception at region level. transform are basically designed. In CBIR system
Retrieval based on global features is comparatively arbitrary-shapes regions exists [33]. In Tiled approach, the
simpler. Region-based image retrieval is focused in this matching is done in corresponding manner and query
paper. Firstly image segmentation implement then from image tiles are compared against tiles of target image.
these segmented regions color [23, 24],  texture,  shape Matching of query image is allowed to any target image
[25, 26] or spatial location can be extracted. CBIR tile. Based on the textured image, an algorithm was
proposed in [27] exploited two different levels of features proposed which modeled the textural information by a set
that is global and local to achieve better accuracy. of features possessing a perceptual intelligence to be

Extraction of Color: In image retrieval, the color is retrieval is usually more demanded in many applications.
commonly used feature. Varieties of color spaces are In analyzing texture as one of the multi-resolution filtering
available and different colors are defined on selected color method 2-D Gabor Filter proved to be very useful and
space. To make image recognition possible by human, helpful [35].
important feature is color. It is a property that relies on
light reflection to eyes and the information processing in Bayesian  Framework Texture Image Retrieval: Mostly
the brain. Focusing on color description and studying the images consist of not only the visual ingredients but also
potential of morphological operators for content some texture hence a significant part of CBIR is dedicated
description, main properties of color from a descriptive for the categorization of texture. A critical aspect of any
point of view have been determined and a state-of-the-art CBIR implementation is its processing efficiency. In
ordering approach has been implemented for the traditional systems, the total processing time is mainly
extension of mathematical morphology to color images dependant on the query process. Therefore, total time
[28]. System based on color & texture features has been needed to accommodate a query is a linear function of the
developed. For color features RGB color histogram is used total number of images there in the data bank. In [36],
& to determine texture features statistical texture measures authors proposed a technique based on Bayesian CBIR
& wavelet transform is used. In order to make algorithm which drastically reduced the computational
comparisons  between   color   histogram  Bhattacharyya time.

texture is salient feature for purpose of image retrieval.

used for image retrieval [34].In medical field Texture image
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Perceptual Features for Texture Representation and Low Level Visual Features: To map sample of high
Retrieval: The main drawback of majority of already dimension to dimension of low space biased discriminant
existing techniques, whether they are statistical, structural Euclidean embedding and its semi-supervised extension
or hybrid is that they are not efficient in computational uses. Both inter and intra class geometry are preserved by
cost. A very significant computation cost is demanded by BDEE. Various experiments proved that superior to the
some of these methods contrary to this for almost all popular relevance feedback dimensionality reduction
types of textures, human visual perception seems to work algorithms, biased discriminant analysis BDA directed
perfectly [37]. and marginal biased analysis and support vector machine

Relevance Feedback (RF): Relevance feedback is a RF dimensionality reduction algorithm [49]. IKSVM
significantly important algorithm which attempts to reduce algorithm proposed in[50] shows that time complexity is
the gap between the two levels of features, namely high reduced to O(nlogm) and space complexity is O(nm).
and low. In [38], an online algorithm of feature selection in Finally they are successful in formulating an approximate
the RF learning scheme is proposed by Jiang et al. In this method which has space and time complexity devoid of
technique, the outcomes of a search are presented to support vectors amount that is O(n). Hence they proved
users and they are permitted to choose related or different that classification using IKSVM is efficient in terms of
objects. RF process scenario is depicted in [39]. Through resources required. Using technology of classification,
query-by- example or sketch, system provided initial multiple feature distances are joined to get similarity of an
retrieval results. According to query, user judges whether image. A new strategy of two steps which incorporated
and how much this image is similar (positive) or dissimilar data cleaning and noise tolerant classifier for managing
(negative) to query image. At last, to learn feedback, the noisy positive examples. For validity of proposed
machine learning algorithm is applied. To make RF scheme efficiency extensive experiments carried out on
technique more robust and to change the query, use of two different collection of real image [51]. Most of the
negative objects gives more options. systems developed so far to retrieve image solely depend

Discriminant Expectation-Maximization algorithm is on only one peculiar feature for the extraction of related
proposed and the issue of image retrieval is treated as a images, where as a suitable conjunction of related features
semi-supervised learning.[40]. GM models [41] of the can possibly culminate in improved performance.
images based on a universal GM model in a Bayesian Requirement for computation and space in nonlinear
manner and information is extracted from the entire kernels is linearly proportional to support vectors number
database. As a distance measure between GM and an which also increases with increase in training data for
SVM classifier, Fast KL approximation is used with an classification [52]. Visual features are formed from small
appropriate kernel function employed in each RF round to chunks of visual information in most of content based
perform the RF task [42]. Methods include the naive system by using two types of techniques, namely fixed-
Bayesian technique used in [43]. Greedy EM [44] avoids block partition [53, 56] and image segmentation [57, 59].
the overcome of the strong dependence of the solution on
parameter initialization by incrementally adding Image Segmentation: Automatic image segmentation
components to the mixture until the desirable number of methods have been developed such as curve evolution,
components has been reached. To measure parameters of graph partitioning and energy diffusion [60]. For images
ideal query many current systems use only the low-level containing only similar color regions in color space such
image features without using image semantic contents. as direct clustering many pre-existing segmentations
System will give more accurate results if feature vector perform better. These retrieval systems are applicable for
define query in a better way otherwise more relevant working with colors only. One image region can be several
results are not provided. GM model use the standard EM times matched to region of another image by an integrated
algorithm and information is extracted from the entire region matching. On the significance matrix similar to
database [45]. Relevance feedback focuses on selection of EMD [61] defining overall similarity of two images with
features which merges the probabilistic formulation by heterogeneous color and texture ranges of natural images.
using both the positive and negative example. Algorithm In defining high-level concepts, texture is main factor.
learns the necessity to assign features of images with the Estimation of parameter of texture model is more
user interaction and results are also applied [46]. problematic task and is required by majority of texture
Considerable improvement in the performance of the CBIR segmentation algorithms. These demerits are overcome by
system is shown [47]. JSEG segmentation in which contrary to estimation

SVM [48] based relevance feedback algorithms which are
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pattern of given color and texture, similarity is tested. relationship representation is 2D-string and its variants
Firstly, quantization of image colors into classes then (left/right, above/below) between objects. Semantic
pixels are substituted by their respective label of the class content representations of images and directional
of color to achieve mapping of class. Then on this image relationships are not sufficient alone.
map, spatial segmentation is performed. As a result,
region with similar color texture is obtained beneficial for Object Recognition for Image Retrieval: Main hurdle and
various systems [62]. Blobworld segmentation [63] is difficulty in computer vision field in various implications
widely implemented algorithm of segmentation where like image annotation [69] is recognition of object in
pixels are grouped in a joint color texture-position used to images [70, 71]. Supervised or unsupervised algorithms to
obtain it. At first the joint model with combination of be used for recognizing objects for semantic based image
Gaussians distribution, position features are constructed. retrieval have been developed. To recognize and learn
Secondly by expectation maximization algorithm, object class models, learning method of unsupervised
parameters of model are measured. Segmentation of image scale-invariant is presented from unsegmented/unlabelled
is provided by resulting cluster of pixels. For object cluttered scenes. All aspects of the shape of objects
segmentation from images with connectivity  constraint, depicted by probabilistic representation are modelled as
k mean is an extension of k-means algorithm. For k-means flexible constellations. For image classification and
algorithm new centroid is defined for each region recognition, this model is used in a Bayesian way.
participating in working. A method [64] Field Excellent performance over range of datasets
Programmable Gate Arrays can be worked for optimality demonstrated that model is quiet flexible.
of retrieval problem which provide dedicated functional Generative/discriminative is a two phase learning
blocks to perform complex image processing operations. approach with feature of multiple types to be recognized.
Novel image segmentation algorithm namely, Fuzzy Edge Development  of  classification method for CBIR [72] is
Detection and Segmentation FEDS is built into an FPGA main goal. Description length of images normalized in
[65]. generative phrase contains arbitrary number of extracted

Shape-based Image Retrieval: In retrieval systems, shape types of abstract regions can be used for Image
is useful image features. Indexing and their performance representation. Over its feature space, each abstract
of retrieval require number of coefficients. For shape region is a structured combination of Gaussian
representation Fourier, curvature scale space, angular distributions. Regions can be taken from various
radial transform (ART) and image moment descriptors are segmentation processes used in recognition region, called
discussed. Using standard methods, the four shape the abstract region. Location of objects in each image is
descriptors are checked against each other and the two not needed to be known. The efficiency of approach is
most  appropriate  and  available  databases  [66]. After demonstrated on a set of 860 images.
the segmentation of image into regions or objects
according to features. Shape features usage for image Wavelet-Based CBIR: Multidimensional wavelet filter
retrieval is limited to specific application as it is not bank is a method adopted for any specific problem. Non-
generalized so it is not easy to get accurate error free separable lifting scheme framework is mile stone of
segmentation [67]. Outer boundary of the shape is method being proposed. It permits the design of filter
required in boundary shaped representation. Entire shape bank having required number of degrees of freedom [73].
of region is utilized by region-based shape representation. To satisfy the bi orthogonality condition and to maximize

Spatial Location: In region classification, spatial location analysis and the dual wavelet (used for synthesis),
is also important factor besides color and texture for wavelet filter coefficient are designed [74]. Signal with a
example, two things sharing same textural and color family of basis functions is decomposed by wavelet
features having different spatial location defined with transform  with  the  help  of  dilation  and  translation  of
respect to region’s location in image as top, upper and a  mother  wavelet.  Wavelet  transforms of a 2D signal
bottom. Information related to spatial location is provided can be computed by recursive filtering and sub-sampling.
by minimum bounding rectangle and centroid of region Low frequency is denoted by L and H denotes high
[68]. To derive semantic features, absolute spatial location frequency provides a multi-resolution scheme which is
is not needed rather relative spatial relationship is more achieved by wavelet transform to texture analysis and
valuable. Structure commonly used for directional classification.

features. Classifier learns in discriminative phase. Multiple

the  regularity of   both   the   primal   wavelet   for
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Query Language Design: In bridging the semantic gap also be used to measure the accuracy of the algorithm
[75], query mechanism played a vital role. Many problems [83]. Higher the number of crossover points better will be
related to query scenario that was conventional like the performance of the system. Precision-scope curve
query-by-example QBE and query-by-sketch QBS can be implemented by many developers is used to evaluate
addressed by a specialized query language designed for image retrieval performance [84]. Rank measure is another
CBIR. Using multiscale color coherent vector, the performance measure. Performance will be better if the
semantic content is captured and texture features rank is smaller.
computation is done from decomposing wavelet. Query
language is hard to understand and too much attention is Image Databases: Image Collection with various contents
needed in reducing and minimizing gap related to similar to natural sceneries presented in corel image
semantic. database. Domain professionals pre-classified these

In [76], querying databases, natural language of images into different categories. In order to test retrieval
query is designed. Vocabulary query language depends performance subset of Corel image dataset is used by half
on semantic indicator that is elementary semantic system. In perceptual texture feature Brodatz textures [80]
category. It is simple and more expressive. About images is widely used. Image retrieval that is web based, where
for constructing sentence expressing an assertion words images are collected from internet. Natural images are
can be used. During retrieval process images in appreciated by many researchers for semantic extraction.
databases are tested and only assertions are chosen. Main causes are that the types of objects are limited.

Web Based Image Retrieval: Image retrieval based on important. Due to inaccuracy of segmentation this
semantics is main benefit in web image retrieval. Clear weakness can be avoided from shape features in high-
hierarchical structure with some image information such level semantics extraction.
as category of image included in URL of image file. Image
title in HTML document also shows some beneficial Comparison of Working Performance: Comparison of
information. Image can be annotated up to certain extent the performance of different CBIR systems is not easy
by such information. Only on textual evidences, existing task due to query difference [85]. Performance of Sobel,
Web searcher such as web Seer [77] Google, Alta Vista Canny and Prewitt gradient operators is improved for all
search image data base [78]. Many relevant images can be transforms in all proposed CBIR methods compared.
found by these approaches. As it is not confirmed Individual gradient operators used for image transforms.
whether or not the resultant images fulfill the query Kekre Transform Perform better in Prewitt operator. Best
requirements so retrieval precision is not good. Process is performance shown by Hartley and Slant transforms in
time consuming due to entire list through which user have Sobel operator. For Robert operator DCT proves to be
to go for the desired images. Multiple topics also found well.
which are mixed together. Developers are working and
struggling to improve performance of web image retrieval. CONCLUSION
For web image retrieval Unified relevance feedback
framework is discussed in [79]. In following three aspects This paper reviewed the main CBIR components
this framework is better and suitable than traditional RF including image feature representation, indexing and
mechanism. They used both textual and visual features in system design, while highlighting the past and current
a sequential way during the RF process. technical achievements. Many research issues are

Performance Evaluation: In CBIR system, retrieval these problems are suggested. Efficient multidimensional
performance can be measured by precision and recall. techniques are required for the retrieval system to enable
Ratio of the Nr to k is precision. Where (N ) is number of them fast and scaleable. The development of speedy,r

required images retrieved. Total number of extracted inexpensive and strong processors coupled with fast
images is K [81]. Recall is recovered  related images N memory devices have contributed a lot in this field.r

divided by the total related images. Both Pr and Re should Hence, immense range applications are guaranteed by this
be high. Pr(Re) graph uses to represent performance development using CBIR in future. Maximum support is
rather than using Pr or Re individually. In precision and also provided in bridging the ‘semantic gap’ between low
recall, crossover is the point on the graph where both the level features and the perceptual knowledge present in the
precision and recall curves meet. The crossover point can images with the richness of human semantics.

Secondly in analysing, shape features are not so much

highlighted and directions for future solution to cope with
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